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ABSTRACT
In this study a model is proposed to estimate and optimise the exposure durations
of laser beams of different powers for superficial Basal Cell Carcinomas of varying radii
and depth. The frequent application of Laser inmedical fieldmakes it a matter of signif-
icance, to study the distributionof temperature in tissue, its effects on tumourous tissue
and the extent of thermal damage in healthy tissue during photo-thermal therapy. The
tissue temperature is numerically estimated by solving Penne’s bioheat equation for 2-D
multilayered skin model using Finite Volume Method and the conversion of laser light
inside the tissue is expressed by Beer-Lambert’s Law. This study focuses on Basal Cell
Carcinoma (BCC) which is a semi-malignant tumour of the skin that derives from in-
completely differentiated immature keratinocytes of the epidermis. In this paper, dif-
ferent sizes of Basal Cell Carcinoma are considered which are irradiated by continuous
wave Nd:YAG laser with Gaussian beam profile. The spatial and temporal thermal dam-
age to the tissue is estimated by using the Henriques’ theory of skin burns which uses
Arrhenius equation. A hitherto unused grid-basedmodel is employed to depict the pen-
etration of the damage front viewed against the tumour-tissue interface. This study at-
tempts to propose a correlation between optimised exposure time and laser power for
a particular tumour radius. An inverse proportional relation between laser power and
irradiation time, for a particular tumour radius, was quantitatively established in this
study.
Keywords: Basal cell carcinoma, Bio-heat equation, Finite volumemethod, Thermal
damage, Hematocrit value, Laser
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The complications of surgery in the case of localised diseases can be overcome by an
alternate technique, i.e. ablation that has several advantages over conventional tech-
niques. Research work has been going on to find techniques that are completely non-
invasive, orminimally so, with the objective of producing efficient resultswhile reducing
the risk of complications. The real-timemonitoring is significant during the necrosis of
a tumour so as to ensure complete tumour necrosis with minimal healthy tissue dam-
age. For this, localised destructionof tumoursbecomes a paramount thingwhich can be
achieved by using heat treatment locally. The use of heat energy for treatment purposes
has existed since ancient times. The cauterisation of breast tumours with glowing rods
is described on a 5000 year old Egyptian papyrus roll. The infection of malignant tu-
mours with pyrogenic bacteria, resulting in its retrogradation, has been described in the
reports since the start of the 20th century [7]. The differentiation between the effects of
heat and immunological responses became difficult in fever-inducing treatmentswhich
led to further exploration into the methods of using heat for tumour therapy.
Some of the studies that have been carried out in this field suggest the therapeutic
activity of heat on penile and uterine carcinomas as well as the adjuvant quality of heat
therapy that helps in increasing the efficiency of other therapeuticmodalities like radio-
therapy [8]. Localised heat treatment with radiation therapy is used to treat recurrent
breast cancer, cervical nodal metastases from head and neck cancers and superficial,
metastatic or recurrent malignantmelanoma [9].
In tumour therapy, heat is generally appliedwith the objective of increasing the tem-
perature of the tissue by only a few degrees in order to make the tumours more sensi-
tive to ionising radiation and certain drugs. At hyperthermic temperatures (41o−47oC ),
an increased heat sensitivity of tumours over normal tissues has been observed. This
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potential benefit is difficult to fully explore clinically because of technical problems in
delivering uniform heating to deep tumour sites even though the techniques for heat
delivery have been refined since the use of glowing irons. Whole body and regional heat
treatment by heated blood limits the temperatures that can be attained because of the
limits of patient tolerance.
When applied at higher temperatures, above approximately 50oC , the treatment is
termed thermotherapy. Thermotherapy speeds up tissue necrosis. At these temper-
atures, no selectivity in heat sensitivity exists between tumorous and normal tissues.
Therefore, accuracy is important while determining the region that needs thermother-
apy, because whatever tissue is heated, is necrosed. One of the sources for the induction
of local temperature rise in tissue can be Laser light.
1.1 Laser
LASER is an acronym for (L)ight (A)mplificationby (S)timulated (E)missionof (R)adiation.
Many potential applications have been explored after Theodar Maiman submitted the
first report on laser radiation in 1960 [10]. To overcome the inherent limitations of
conventional medical therapeutic techniques, biologists and physicians have been in-
volved in designing novel methods in which laser light could be used with efficacy. The
first applications of lasers were observed in ophthalmology. The outcome of Meyer-
Schwickerath’s studywhich suggested the coagulative effect of xenon flash lamp on reti-
nal tissue and the high transparency of eye, making the interior organs easily exposed,
was the reason behind the first ophthalmological application. Zaret et al. [11], con-
ducted the study on this ophthalmological application just one year after the invention
of the laser . The treatment of retinal detachment was reported by Campbell et al. [12]
and by Zweng et al. [13] very soon after the report of Zaret’s study. In the field of den-
tistry, application of lasers was initiated after the investigations carried out by Goldman
et al. [14] and Stern and Sognnaes [15].
As the horizons of laser application expanded, investigations into the use of types
of lasers other than the ruby laser were also began. In 1960’s the application of lasers
in various other medical disciplines was also introduced. There are a myriad of laser
procedures performed all around the globe in today’s scenario. Most of them come un-
der the category of minimally invasive surgery (MIS), a novel approach of the present
times, describing non-contact and bloodless surgical procedures. These two features of
lasers are the reasons that they are tagged as universal scalpel and treatment aid. But,
the treatment of some disease with a particular laser can be disastrous for another type
of disease, if the same laser is used. The usability of laser for a particular disease or site of
treatment also varies with the parameters used, with the wrong parameters having the
possibility of having disastrous consequences. For example, heat treatment of cancer-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of layered structure skin with many small structure em-
bedded. Adapted from [1]
ous tissue to cause thermal necrosis whereas if the same parameters are used for retinal
coagulation can burn the retina leading to irreversible blindness. So, the application of
lasers becomes specific for specific target sites.
Lasers can be broadly categorised as continuouswave (CW) lasers and pulsed lasers.
Continuous wave lasers include most gas lasers and to some extent some solid-state
lasers also, while pulsed lasers includes solid-state lasers, excimer lasers, and certain
dye lasers. The first important parameter in case of pulsed laser is pulse duration as it
decides the type of interaction with the biological tissue. The second parameter, wave-
length, is also a significant factor which decides the penetration depth of the laser ra-
diation. Third parameter, energy density, is only required as a necessary condition for
the occurrence of a certain effect and it determines its extent [10]. Fourth parameter,
applied intensity, is defined as the ratio of applied energy to pulse duration. Two recent
laser developments which have becomemore andmore important for medical research
include: diode laser and free electron laser. The progress in laser surgery can primar-
ily be attributed to the fast evolution of pulsed laser systems as it is the pulse duration
which determines the effect on biological tissue.
1.2 Skin
Skin is the largest organ of the human body with area of approximately 2m2 and weight
5K g . It consists of two separate layers: the outer epidermis and the inner dermis. Below
the dermis lies the subcutaneous fat, which is the innermost layer. This layer is com-
posed of proteins and adipose tissue, but it is usually not considered as a part of the skin
[16], as illustrated in figure 1.1.
The outer epidermis is further divided into four to five layers. They collectivelymake
around 100µm of thickness of this entire layer. The peripheral layer is made up of ker-
atinocytes, which produce fibrous protein named keratin. This layer covers 90% of the
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epidermis. The younger cellsmake up the deeper layers of epidermis and they transform
into hard protective layer gradually along the way towards periphery. The other type of
cells that are present in between keratinocytes are melanocytes which are responsible
for the production of the pigmentmelanin. Melanin contributes strongly in the absorp-
tion of light into the skin. These melanocytes are present in the form of packets which
are known as melanosomes which are of 1− 2µm diameter. Apart from melanin syn-
thesis, melanosomes also help in protecting keratinocytes from UV light coming from
the Sun. The melanosome concentration slightly differs in humans but the amount of
melanin synthesis differs drastically. The distribution pattern of melanosomes can also
vary which is why there are freckles, patches, age spots and different skin colours in dif-
ferent individuals [16].
The inner layer, dermis, is thicker (up to ∼ 1mm). This layer is adequately supplied
with blood and nerves. This layer constitutes of two proteins: collagen and elastin.
These two proteins help in providing strength and elasticity to the skin. Along with
these two proteins, there are other structures like tiny loops of blood that help in reg-
ulating body temperature, glands, receptors for various stimuli, and hair follicles. Hair
from the hair follicles are made up of keratin protein and colour is provided by the
melanin. Due to the concentration of cutaneous blood in venous plexus in dermis,
which is 100−200µm from the surface, the absorption of lightmainly occurs because of
hemoglobin, unlike in epidermis where blood is not present in adequate amount [16].
1.2.1 Skin optics
The components that contribute towards absorption in biological tissues arewatermolecules,
proteins and pigments [17]. The absorption of light by tissue results in the reduction of
light intensity with increase in depth. According to Beer-Lambert’s Law:
I (z;λ)∝ e−µa(λ)z (1.1)
where absorption coefficient,µa , is dependent on the wavelength.
The absorption spectra in figure 1.2 depicts that the water absorbs strongly above
2µm, with the strongest peak occurring at 3µm; proteins strongly absorb in UV range
(280nm) and pigments contribute for absorption mostly in visual and Near-Infrared
(NIR) range, i.e. 400− 2000nm. The absorption coefficient of skin varies in different
individuals because of different melanosome concentrations. For Caucasians, the ab-
sorption coefficient at Nd:YAG wavelength is approximately 0.1cm−1.
Skin also contributes to another phenomenon called scattering. The value of scat-
tering coefficient for skin lies in between 10−100cm−1. There are two types of scattering
that occur inside tissue owing to two distinct type of structures. The first type is called
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Figure 1.2: Absorption spectra of the skin’s main absorbents: water (blue), melanin
(brown), hemoglobin (red). Taken from [2]
Rayleigh scattering which is contributed by scattering of atoms and molecules, where
the Intensity of scattering, Is , is inversely proportional to the fourth power of light’s
wavelength:
Is ∝
1+cos2θ
λ4
(1.2)
where θ is the deflection angle.
The second type is called Mie scattering which is contributed by the collagen fibers and
other structures which have sizes similar to light’s wavelength. The wavelength depen-
dence of this scattered intensity is very less:
Is ∝λ
−x (1.3)
where x is in between 0.4−0.5, and the scattering is mostly in the forward direction.
The introduction of many empirical scattering functions has been done to fit the mea-
sured data and explain the angular probability after the scattering “event”. These func-
tions can be used to predict the probability of the scattering event and to monitor the
propagation of light through the skin or other tissues [18].
1.2.2 Basal Cell Carcinoma and its Histological types
Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) is defined by theWorld Health Organisation Committee on
the histological typing of skin tumours as a locally invasive, slowly spreading tumour
which rarely metastasizes, arising in the deepest layer of epidermis or hair follicles and
in which, in particular, the peripheral cells usually simulate the basal cells of the epi-
dermis [19]. It is the most common form of cancer in the United States [20], with about
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900,000 people being diagnosed (550,000 male, 350,000 female) every year. The esti-
mated lifetime risk of basal cell carcinoma in the white population is 17−39% for men
and 15−28% for women [21]. The superficial BCC accounts for 10−15%of all BCC cases,
and it is frequently reported in younger age categories [22]. This kind of carcinoma con-
sists of small islets of basaloid tumour cells which have well defined boundaries against
the normal epithelia. The superficial lesions are often found on the trunk and the ex-
tremities although the site of occurrence ismostly head andneck,accounting for around
40% [23] of the cases. BCC is usually observed in older patients who are frequently and
intensively exposed to the ultraviolet radiation during the course of their lives.
The growth of BCC is characteristically slow and it takes months and sometimes
years to evolve. The tissue which actively divides remains at the periphery of the lesion
and at the center of the lesion apoptosis occurs that leads to ulceration. The strategy
to treat these carcinomas is to eliminate the tissue from the farthest marginal areas as
these cells have a very aggressive behaviour. These cells can grow slowly and steadily for
years and invade bones as well as soft tissues. There is a predilection for invasion along
tissue planes, the periosteum, and nerves. A common theory states that the embryonic
fusion planes, such as the nasolabial fold, are more susceptible to tumor growth [24].
BCC is characterised by large oval-shaped nuclei comprised majorly of cellular ma-
trix with a little cytosol. The nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio is higher in these cells as com-
pared to normal cells. The nulcei form a picket fence-type arrangement in peripheral
cells which enclose the tumourousmass. Histological types of BCC are as follows:
1. Nodular BCC
2. Superficial multifocal BCC
3. Morpheaform BCC
4. Infiltrating BCC
5. Metatypic BCC
6. Fibroepithelial of Pinkus [25].
1.3 Light andMatter
The photons of the laser light can either be absorbed or unabsorbed when impinged
on the tissue. The unabsorbed light can undergo two processes, i.e. it can either be
transmitted from the other side or else it can get re-emitted. During the travel inside the
tissue, light can change its direction due to scattering or it can move along the previous
path. Hence, there are four phenomena which occur when biological tissue is exposed
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Absorption
Scattering
Reflection
Incident Laser Light
Transmitted Light
Figure 1.3: Geometry of reflection, refraction, absorption, and scattering. Adapted from
[3].
to the laser light: reflection, scattering, absorption and transmittance, as shown in figure
1.3.
The reflection of the laser light is governed by Fresnel’s Law. The factors on which
the interaction of light with tissue depends are: properties of incident light and optical
properties of tissue, which govern the propagation of light [18].
Remission occurswhen the light reflects from the front or scatters andpasses through
the interface leaving the tissue. Scattering of light occurswhen it interactswith the tissue
(fluctuation in index of refraction) and changes direction, without changing the wave-
length. Absorption of a photon takes place only when its energy corresponds to the
energy difference between such quantised states as:
E = hυ (1.4)
Absorption of light in tissue induces changes in the energy state from the ground state
to the excited state, which drives a number of chemical processes.
1.3.1 Interaction of Laser with tissue
There are several possible events that may take place on the application of laser light to
the biological tissue. Since the invention of the laser, researchers have been exploring its
potential interaction effects by exploiting every available laser system and tissue target.
Even though the number of combinations for the experimental parameters is infinite,
there are five categories of interactionmechanisms as follows:
1. Photo chemical Interactions
2. Thermal Interactions
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Figure 1.4: Map of laser-tissue interactions. The circles give only a rough estimate of the
associated laser parameters. Modified from [4]
3. Photo ablation
4. Plasma-induced ablation
5. Photo disruption
These interaction types appear different from each other but interestingly they share a
single commonparameter: the characteristic energy density ranges from approximately
1 J/cm2 to 1000 J/cm2. A surprising fact is that power varies over 15 orders ofmagnitude
[4]. The five basic interaction types which were found during many experiments are
plotted in a double logarithmicmap illustrated in figure 1.4.
The ordinate expresses the applied power density or irradiance inW /cm2, the abscissa
represents the exposure time in seconds. Two diagonals represent constant energy flu-
ences at 1 J/cm2 and 1000 J/cm2, respectively [5]. There are five possible sections for do-
ing time scaling: CW/exposure time > 1s for photo chemical interaction, 1min down to
1ms for thermal interactions, 1ms down to 1ns for photo ablation, and < 1ns for plasma-
induced ablation and photo disruption. The total energy density suitable for medical
laser applications ranged between 1 J/cm2 to 1000 J/cm2 as depicted in the figure 1.4.
1. Photo chemical Interaction: The category of photo chemical interactions origi-
nates from factual observations that chemical effects are induced by light inmacro-
molecules or biological tissue. This type of interaction plays a significant role in
fieldmedical laser duringphotodynamic therapy (PDT). Although it is not yet con-
firmed, bio stimulation is characterised as a photo chemical interaction. At very
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Figure 1.5: Location of thermal effects inside biological tissue. Modified from [5]
low power densities (typically 1W /cm2) and long irradiation times ranging be-
tween seconds to continuous wave, photo chemical interactions can take place.
The laser parameters, if selected carefully, can lead to radiation distribution in-
side the tissue which can be estimated by scattering. The two properties of wave-
lengths in visible range (e.g. Rhodamine dye lasers at 630nm) viz. efficiency and
high optical penetration depth make them suitable for use in most cases [5]. Red
dye lasers and diode lasers can be used to cause this type of interaction to occur.
Photodynamic therapy and bio stimulation are two important applications of this
type of interaction.
2. Thermal Interaction: The type of interactions in which rise in temperature is the
important parameter change, is covered under thermal interaction. Both CW or
pulsed laser radiation can be used to induce thermal effects [5]. Unlike photo
chemical processes, which are controlled by a specific reaction cascade, thermal
effects are considered to be nonspecific as studied in 1984 by Parrish and Deutsch
[26]. There are two main factors viz. duration and peak value of the tissue, which
decide the biological effects like coagulation,vaporisation, carbonisation andmelt-
ing, that the tissuewill undergo. The location of several thermal effects is depicted
in figure 1.5. The spatial extent of each thermal effect depends on the maximum
temperature achieved locally during and after the laser exposure. Typical lasers
that can be used to cause this interaction type are CO2, Nd:YAG, Er:YAG, Ho:YAG,
argon ion and diode lasers. Some of the applications are thermal decomposition,
treatment of retinal detachment, laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy.
3. Photo ablation: This type of interaction is basically used to precisely incise the tis-
sue, which means to remove the tissue in a very clean and exact fashion without
doing any thermal damage such as coagulation or vaporisation. In this interac-
tion type, actual direct breaking of molecular bonds using high energy photons
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takes place. Photo ablation was first discovered by Srinivasan and Mayne-Banton
(1982). Photo ablation was labeled as ablative photo decomposition, i.e. the ma-
terial is decomposed when exposed to high intensity laser irradiation. Excimer
lasers like ArF, KrF, XeCl, XeF are used for causing this interaction type. Applica-
tions of photo ablation include refractive corneal surgery [27].
4. Plasma-Induced Ablation: This interaction type comes into play when a clean and
well-defined removal of tissue, without any possibility of thermal or mechanical
damage, is desired. Ablation that utilises this type of interaction is obtained by
ionising plasma formation. This can be achieved if the parameters are selected
appropriately. The term plasma-mediated ablation is sometimes interchangeably
used with plasma-induced ablation. The investigation of Niemz et al. [28] dis-
cussed that both the analogues explain a well accepted interpretation that this
kind of ablation is primarily caused by plasma ionisation itself. The lasers used for
this are Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF and Ti:Sapphire. Applications of plasma-induced abla-
tion include refractive corneal surgery and caries therapy [5].
5. Photo disruption: This type of interaction is used for fragmentation and cutting
of tissue by mechanical forces. The possible processes that have been observed
during this kind of interaction are plasma sparking, generation of shock waves
cavitation and jet formation. The lasers that are suitable for this interaction type
are solid-state lasers, e.g. Nd:YAG, Nd:YLF, Ti:Sapphire. Photo disruption was in-
troduced by Krasnov [29] and then further explored by Aron-Rosa et al. [30] and
Fankhauser et al. [31]. Since it was first introduced this type of interaction has
become an important tool of minimally invasive surgery (MIS). The special appli-
cations of this type of interaction are lens fragmentation and lithotripsy.
1.4 Review of Literature
The interaction of laser with biological tissue is a subject of much interest owing to the
ever-increasing role of laser in therapy. Heat therapy for treatment of skin diseases has
been in use for a long time. Studies have suggested that laser radiation can be used as
a source of localised heat to produce localised hyperthermia that can be utilised to pro-
duce desired changes in the target tissue, thus making it an efficient therapeutic alter-
native [32–34]. In addition to laser-induced hyperthermia, lasers have been widely used
in clinical therapies and many other medical applications including laser-induced in-
terstitial thermotherapy, interstitial laser photo coagulation therapy, laser microsurgery
and optical imaging [35–41]. Laser therapy is widely used as a general cutting tool in der-
matology, gynecology, neurology, oncology [42, 43] and many other medical fields due
to desirable qualities such as increased precision and improved haemostasis which en-
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suresminimal healthy-tissuemanipulation. During thermal therapy, it is very important
to control the temperature to prevent thermal damages in the surrounding tissue. So,
computational modeling becomes essential for understanding and predicting temper-
ature evolution and damage front propagation during laser therapy. Such an approach
attempts to provide therapeutic models of increasing efficiency by optimising laser pa-
rameters in accordance with tissue parameters like the size of the tumour, and its optical
and thermal properties.
Lasers are used in the treatments of the superficial tumours like basal cell carcinoma
(BCC) [44]. Basal Cell Carcinoma (BCC) is a slow-growing form of skin cancer that starts
from basal cells which are in the deepest layer of the epidermis. For an efficient laser
therapy of BCC, the laser parameters such as power, irradiation time, spot size, energy
per pulse, repetition rate, and number of pulses are optimised based on the tissue opti-
cal characteristics such as anisotropy, scattering coefficient, absorption coefficient and
refractive index.
The rate of thermal distribution is estimated based on Beer-Lambert’s law [45, 46].
The controlled distributionof laser energy in the tissue is important for efficient thermal
therapy [47]. There have been great advancements in laser technology. Out of the many
available lasers which can be explored for thermal therapy, the Nd:YAG laser has been
the most frequently used in medical applications [42, 43, 48] due to its potential to stop
internal haemorrhage, to treat tumours, and to cause photo-coagulation. The Nd:YAG
laser can produce energy at wavelength of 1064µm. When the tissue surface is exposed
to laser, the tissue temperature starts to rise and phenomena like tissue coagulation,
vaporisation, carbonisation, and burn occur sequentially resulting in the necrosis of tis-
sue. In laser surgery, tissue coagulation is defined as the irreversible damage caused
when temperature reaches above 60oC up to 100oC. If the temperature exceeds 100oC,
vaporisation and tissue ablation occur [49].
The developed model is of no significance if it is not validated by experimental re-
sults. A literature survey was carried out to determine the various models available and
to compare their performances. A three stepmodel for laser-tissue interactionswas pro-
posed by Welch [50] which included: (i ) modeling of heat deposition in tissue based on
the absorptioncoefficient (µa) and scattering coefficient (µs), (i i ) determinationof tem-
perature responsemodeled by the heat conduction equation, and (i i i ) estimationof tis-
sue denaturation. Taking it as the reference model, many other authors described these
steps with some other modifications and simplifications [51]. Then a model was pro-
posed by Takata [52] that predicted transient temperature and thermal damage. This
model considered tissue modifications and steam blister formation. The results ob-
tained from experiments conducted on pig skin using CO2 laser validated the model.
A model was developed by Halldorson and Langerholc [53] which considered modifica-
tion of tissue properties after coagulation. Priebe [54] developed a model based on di-
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mensionless form of heat conduction equation but thismodel did not compute thermal
damage and was not experimentally validated. Then a model for the study of thermal
effects of Nd:YAG laser on biological tissues was presented by Cummins and Nauen-
berg [55]. This model differed from Halldorson and Langerholc in its discussion of the
effect of modifications of tissue properties but it was validated using thermal data ob-
tained by Halldorson and Langerholc on dog stomach [56]. Motamedi [57] proposed
a three step model which calculated the damage depth using the Henriques equation
and the results matched those measured in dog stomach when irradiated in vivo with
Nd:YAG laser. A newmodel was developed by Jacques [58] which estimated the steady-
state temperature in biological tissue with no damage prediction. Mouse skin treated in
vitrowas used to validate themodel. Manymodelswere developedwhich studied the ef-
fect of Nd:YAG laser onmyocardium coagulation, on tissue heatingwith pulsed Nd:YAG
laser considering two-dimensional photon diffusion and heat flow equations and on
gastrointestinal tissue using heat conduction equation by Derbyshire [59], Grossweiner
[60] and Korolyov [61], respectively. Diaz et al. [62, 63] modeled the thermal damage
for the laser irradiated cartilage using heat diffusion equation on the tissue slab using
a finite element method. Recently, Zhou et al. [64] used seven-flux model and the bio-
heat transfer equation to study thermal damage in laser-irradiated tissue. Many of these
models used complexmathematical solutions and some used simple solutions but were
not useful for special cases of clinical applications. To date, there is no suchmodel which
considers the interface of the tumour inside the tissue and monitors the damage front
propagation with respect to the tumour boundary, depending on the exposure time for
a particular laser power. In this model the factors which dominantly affect the absorp-
tion coefficient likemelanosome volume fraction in epidermis, water content and blood
volume in dermis.
The objective of this work is to develop a mathematical model to estimate the tem-
perature distribution inside the tissue and depth of thermal damage during the thermal
therapy of Basal Cell Carcinoma when irradiated with Continuous Wave (CW) Nd:YAG
laser having Gaussian beam profile. In addition to developing such a model, this work
also strives to arrive at a quantitative correlation between optimised exposure time and
laser power for a particular tumour radius. The finite volumemethod has been used to
solve an axisymmetry bio heat equation for 2-D tissue slab to predict temperature. To
estimate the irreversible thermal damage depth, the Arrhenius equation is used. The ef-
fect of tissue optical properties and laser parameters on the thermal damage is discussed
in this study for different tumour radii.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
Development of a heat transfermodel for parametric studies on laser tissue interactions
is the main work of this thesis. This thesis consists of three chapters. A brief description
of each chapter is given below.
Chapter 1: This chapter consists of general background of historical necessity of study
of laser tissue interaction, advancement in medical lasers, application in medical
diagnostics and therapeutics, literature review and objective of the study.
Chapter 2: A theoreticalmodel for laser interactionwith tissue,based onBeer-Lambert’s
Law and beam broadening model, is developed in this chapter. Phenomena like
absorption of laser energy, scattering of laser energy, photo coagulation (denatura-
tion) of proteins, and subsequent photovaporisation of tissue water content, due
to the rise in temperature have been studied. The dominant factors for absorp-
tion and scattering in epidermis and dermis are considered along with the laser
power, beam radius and wavelength. The Pennes bio heat equation with bound-
ary conditions is solved for the 2-D axisymmetric multilayered tissue model with
a carcinoma of specific depth and radial spreading using finite elementmethod to
estimate the temperature. The spatial and temporal damage is estimated by us-
ing Henriques’ theory of skin burns which uses Arrhenius equation. Also, in this
chapter the validation of the code developed is done using the experimental re-
sults from literature.
Chapter 3: In this chapter, the results obtained from the study are discussed and a cor-
relation is proposed between optimised exposure time and laser power for a par-
ticular tumour radius. On the basis of these results, the conclusions are drawn.
Chapter 4: Summary of the whole thesis is in this chapter. The direction of future work
has been presented.
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CHAPTER 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 Physical description andModel
In this mathematical model, a slab of three-layered biological tissue having a BCC of
a particular depth and spreading radius at the surface is irradiated with Gaussian laser
beam profile. The tissue surface is assumed to be a perfectly insulated interface and
the thermal energy distribution is supposed to be axisymmetric. The bio-heat equation
for 2-D three-layer tissuemodel is solved usingfinite volumemethod. The implicit three
time levelmethod is used to solve the unsteady part to obtain the second order accuracy
in time. When the laser beam is impinged on the tissue surface, the thermal response of
a biological tissue is given by Pennes bio-heat equation as below.
ρ.c.
∂T
∂t
= k.∇2T +S− w˙b (2.1)
where ρ is the density of the tissue, T is the temperature, S is the source term, k is the
thermal conductivity of tissue, c is the specific heat, w˙b is the blood perfusion rate.
2.1.1 Source Term
The source term comes into play because of laser-tissue optical interactions like reflec-
tion, absorption, and scattering. Many authors have developed mathematical mod-
els using different methods like Beer-Lambert’s law, seven-flux model, Kubelka-Munk
theory, photon diffusion approximation, multiple scattering, and Monte Carlo model
[47, 65, 66]. The selection of model relies on the laser parameters like wavelength and
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the precision required as well as the optical and thermal properties of the tissue. The
laser light experiences scattering, if the wavelength lies in the Infra-red and visible spec-
trum range, when impinged on the biological tissue. There have been studies on animal
skin in vivo [67], canine and human myocardium [68], and liver treated in vitro [69] to
confirm the scattering of wavelengths in the range of IR and visible spectrum. The beam
broadening model proposed by Yoon et al. [65] considered the scattering phenomenon
along with the absorption of light. and beam broadening occurred due to multiple scat-
terings. The intensity (I) at the point (r,z) can be determined by the relation:
I(r,z)= (1-R)× I0.e
−0.5.
(
r/τ(z)
)2
.e−γ.z (2.2)
where I(r,z) is the intensity or irradiance, R is the direct reflection coefficient from the
tissue surface, γ is the extinction coefficient and is equal to µa+µs , where µa and µs are
absorption and scattering coefficients respectively, τ(z)= τ0.e
(−µs/2).z, τ0is the standard
deviation of beam.
The value of R is dependent on tissue properties and laser wavelength as described
by Kikuchi [70] for hepatic tissue. The derivative of equation 2.2 gives the source term
S(r,z):
S(r,z)=µa × I(r,z)+µs .
{
1−0.5× (r/τ(r))2
}
× I(r,z) (2.3)
The values of tissue optical properties considered in themodel are based on the news
report on the summary of skin optical properties by Steven L. Jacques [71], which dis-
cusses the selection of approximate optical coefficients for absorption and reduced scat-
tering of skin with variable amounts of melanin and blood perfusion.
In this study, the tissue optical properties like absorption and scattering coefficient,
for different skin layers considered areµa.epi = 571.29cm
−1,µa.derm = 41.24cm
−1,µa.sub f at =
10.0cm−1, µs.derm = 732.31cm
−1 and µs.sub f at = 918.58cm
−1 .
2.2 Calculation of Optical and Thermal Parameters of Tis-
sue
2.2.1 Epidermis
The total optical absorption coefficient (µa.epi ) of the epidermis is a result of absorption
due to minor baseline and absorption due to melanin which depends on the volume
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fraction of melanosomes in the epidermis.
Baseline absorption coefficient ofmelanin less epidermis, µa.skinbasel ine
The absorption coefficient values linkedwithmelanin less epidermis and bloodless der-
mis are difficult to be differentiated. The baseline absorption of both epidermis and der-
mis are approximated by the following µa.skinbasel ine , expressed as a function of wave-
length (nm):
µa.skinbasel ine = 0.244+85.3exp(−(nm−154)/66.2) [cm
−1] (2.4)
The integrating sphere calibrated using phantom measurements was used to carry
out quantitative analysis of bloodless rat skin which forms the base for the expression
(RuipingHuang, S. Jacques, unpublisheddata). The haemoglobinandbilirubin residues
in the neonatal skin samples elucidated the excessive absorption in the data generated
for an in vitro study conducted for 450−750nm by Iyad Saidi [72] using an integrating
sphere. The expression for approximating that data is:
µa.skinbasel ine = (7.84×10
8)(nm(−3.255)) [cm−1] (2.5)
Absorption coefficient of a single melanosome,µa.mel
The factor that dominates the absorption in epidermis ismelanin concentration. Melanin
has a broad absorption spectrumwith a property to exhibit strong absorption at shorter
wavelengths. Melanin granules, 10nm in size, are found in the internal membranes of
membranous particles called melanosomes which are of 1-2µm diameter. The magni-
tude and wavelength dependence (nm) of average absorption coefficient of a melan-
some, µa.mel , is estimated by the expression:
µa.mel = (6.6×10
11)(nm(−3.33)) [cm−1] (2.6)
The absorption coefficient value due to melanin at the Nd:YAG laser wavelength
(1064nm), µa.mel = 55cm
−1.
The various published studies carried out by Jacques andMcAuliffe [73] for the thresh-
old exposure for explosive vaporisationofmelanosomes bypulsed lasers at variouswave-
lengths forms basis for this expression. The expression estimates only the approximate
values of average melanosome absorption coefficient because the melanin contents of
melanosomes differ considerably.
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Table 2.1: Volume fraction of epidermis occupied by melanosomes for differently pig-
mented skins.
Skin Type Volume fraction ( fmel )
Light-skinned adults 1.3−6.3%
Moderately pigmented adults 11−16%
Darkly pigmented adults 18−43%
Volume fraction of melanosomes in epidermis
Themelanin concentration ranges are expressed as the volume fraction of the epidermis
occupied bymelanosomes ( fmel )[74]:
The Table2.1 shows the percentage of epidermis volumeoccupied by themelanosomes.
The volume fraction varies from 1.3−43%. In this model the volume fraction ( fmel ) is
considered to be 10% which lies in the range for moderately pigmented adults.
Net epidermal absorption coefficient, µa.epi
The total epidermal absorption coefficient, µa.epi , results from the combination of the
baseline skin absorption and themelanin absorption. It is estimated by:
µa.epi = ( fmel )(µa.mel )+ (1− fmel )(µa.skinbasel ine ) (2.7)
Scattering coefficient of the epidermis
In this model, the scattering coefficient of epidermis and dermis are considered sepa-
rately, since there is a small difference between µs.epi and µs.derm , as discussed in the
report of Steven Jacques [71]. As the epidermis is a thin layer so the details of µs.epi
becomes less important for visible and near-infrared applications involving photon dif-
fusion. The minor differences in µs.derm are significant for the techniques and devices
whose mechanism of action depends upon photon interaction with epidermis.
Another important tissue parameterwhich affects the photon distribution inside the
biological tissue is its anisotropy (g). The values of g for thismodel are taken in the range
of 0.7− 0.95 for skin tissue which vary with the wavelength. As laser therapy involves
many scattering events so the details of µs.epi and gepi become less important than the
lumped parameter µsp.epi , called the reduced scattering coefficient:
µsp.epi = (µs.epi )(1− gepi ) (2.8)
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2.2.2 Dermis
The total optical absorption coefficient of the dermis (µa.derm) is chiefly a result of haemoglobin
absorption due to cutaneous blood perfusion with the contribution of baseline skin ab-
sorption being insignificant. The optical effects of the depth of the blood are neglected
for an average µa.derm .
Baseline absorption coefficient of bloodless dermis, µa.skinbasel ine
The absorptiondue to baseline is almost similar for both dermis and epidermis and thus
can be considered as µa.skinbasel ine .
Absorption coefficient of blood, µa.blood
In dermis, haemoglobin of cutaneous blood accounts for the major part of absorption
of laser light which is impinged on the tissue. The value of absorption coefficient of
blood for 1064nm wavelength is taken from the data of Wray et al.[75]. The data for
oxygenated and de-oxygenated blood was generated but in this study, only oxygenated
blood is considered. The volume percentage of red blood cells in blood is known as
hematocrit value which is 45% formales and is considered for this study. But for females
it is 40%.
Absorption coefficient of dermis perfused with blood, µa.derm
The average volume fraction of blood, fblood , can be specified based on the assumption
that the blood is uniformly distributed in the skin. The value of fblood for this model
is taken as 0.2%. The blood volume fraction is 2−5% in venous plexus which is about
100−200µm from the surface and this is similar to other well-perfused tissue. For the
average homogeneous fblood , the absorption of the dermis, µa.derm , is expressed as:
µa.derm = ( fblood )(µa.blood )+ (1− fblood )(µa.skinbasel ine ) (2.9)
Scattering coefficient of dermis
The scattering due to dermis, called reduced scattering (µsp.derm), is a combination of
Mie scattering by the large cylindrical dermal collagen fibers and the Rayleigh limit scat-
tering by the small-scale structures associatedwith the collagen fibers and other cellular
structures. The scattering coefficient (µs.derm) and anisotropy (gderm) can be calculated
using Mie theory and using these, reduced scattering coefficient (µsp.derm) can be cal-
culated. The reduced scattering coefficient (µsp.epi ) for epidermis is approximated by
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(µsp.derm) because of similar behaviour of epidermis owing to the presence of keratin
fibers.
The following relation can be used to simulate theMie scattering behaviour:
µsp_Mie. f iber s(nm)= (2×10
5)(nm(−1.5)) [cm−1] (2.10)
The expression for estimation of the Rayleigh scattering component in dermis is:
µsp_Raylei gh (nm)= (2×10
12)(nm(−4)) [cm−1] (2.11)
The total reduced scattering is the combination of theMie and Rayleigh scattering:
µsp (nm)=µsp_Raylei gh (nm)+µsp_Mie. f iber s(nm) (2.12)
The scattering due to small-scale structures followsRayliegh scattering at shortwave-
lengths below650nmwhile the scattering fromfibers at longerwavelengths above 650nm
is dominated by Mie scattering.
2.2.3 Subcutaneous Fat
Absorption and Scattering coefficient of Subcutaneous Fat
The absorption coefficient of subcutaneous fat, µa.sub f at = 10.0cm
−1 was shown by
Simpson et al. [76] using the integrating sphere technique for the range of 620−1000nm.
The study conducted by the Bashkatov et al. [77] described that for human sub-
cutaneous adipose tissue scattering coefficient, µs.sub f at , for the spectral range from
600−1500nm, follows the power law and the resultsmatched the experimental findings.
The expression that can be used to estimate the µs.sub f at is called as power law:
µs,sub f at (λ)= 1050.6×λ
−0.68 [cm−1] (2.13)
Thermal Parameters of dermis and sub-cutaneous fat
The three important thermal parameters of tissue viz., density (ρ), specific heat (c ), and
thermal conductivity (k) are influenced by the water content of the tissue, the initial
value of which is considered to be 70%[78]. The water starts to evaporate when tem-
perature exceeds 100oC , because of vaporisation. The model proposed by Dua and
Chakraborty [79] described phase change processes, like melting and vaporisation, in
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treatments with high irradiance. In photo-thermal therapy, where temperature can ex-
ceed the vaporisation temperature of water inside the tissue, photovaporisation can oc-
cur and hence the water fraction changes with time. These three key tissue thermal
parameters for different water fractions at different time instances of thermal therapy
can be described as[80] :
ρ (kg/m3)= (6.16×10−2W +0.938)−1 (2.14)
c (J/kg K )= 2.5W +1.7 (2.15)
k (W /mK )= ρ×10−5(0.454W +0.174) (2.16)
whereW is the water mass content.
In thismodel, thermal parameters are constant and energy distribution is symmetric
about the z-axis, so the bio-heat equation is expressed in cylindrical coordinates:
ρ.c.
∂T
∂t
= k
{
∂2T
∂r 2
+
1
r
.
∂T
∂r
+
∂2T
∂z2
}
+S (2.17)
This equation 2.17 is solved using finite volumemethod for 2-Dbiological tissue slab.
There aremany other analytical methods to solve this equation but their computational
time hinders the determination of the temperature during the transient state. To min-
imise the computational time, numerical solutions which can approximate the exact
solution and determine the transient temperatures in short time, can be used.
The cross-section of 2-dimensional three-layer skin model with the basal cell carci-
noma penetrating inside the dermis, on which the laser beam is irradiated, is shown in
Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of 2-D three layer skin model.
The depth (D) is taken from the level of normal skin surface. The tumour depth (D)
is considered equal to tumour radius (Rt ) for this study. The beam radius (Rl ) is kept
1.75 times the tumour radius, i.e. Beam Radius (Rl ) = 1.75×Tumour Radius (Rt ). The
three black dots marked as top point, side point and bottom point are shown for which
the temperature is monitored throughout the laser exposure and even after the laser
irradiation is terminated. The gap can be defined as the distance between the tumour
interface and the thermal damage front. The boundary conditions for this model are:
−k.
∂T
∂r
= 0at r=0 −k.
∂T
∂z
= h(T −T0)at z = ztop T = T0 = 37
oC at r =rti ssue and z = 0
Figure 2.2 displays typical 2-D non-uniform grid arrangement. The finer grid is laid
from top to bottom near z-axis because the laser is impinged at that point and the tem-
perature gradient is higher at that particular location. In the grid a regular shaped tu-
mour interface is shown whose depth and radius can be varied. The grid density used is
130×130.
The table 2.2 shows the series of biological phenomenawhich occur during the photo-
thermal therapy at different temperatures. For this case, the temperature of the tissue
reaches up to 100oC , so the biological effects considered are bio stimulation, hyperther-
mia, reduction in enzyme activity, protein denaturation and vaporisation.
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r (m)
z
(m
)
0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.008
0.01
Figure 2.2: A typical 2-D grid arrangement for the model.
Table 2.2: Thermal effect of laser radiation[6].
Temperature (oC) Biological Effect
37 Normal
< 43 Bio stimulation
43−45 Hyperthermia
50 Reduction in enzyme activity
60 Protein denaturation (coagulation)
70−80 Welding
80 Permeabilization of cell membranes
100 Vaporization
> 150 Carbonization
> 300 Rapid cutting and ablation
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2.3 Thermal Damage Parameter Prediction (Ω)
The potential feature of laser is to heat the target area locally, which in turn can lead to
temperature rise. This temperature rise can lead to thermal denaturation of collagen
and inactivation of proteins and enzymes which help in the metabolic activity of the
tissue. This irreversible thermal coagulation can result in tissue necrosis. The extent of
thermal damage in a living tissue, represented by damage parameter (Ω), is defined as:
Ω= ln
(
C0
C0−Cd
)
(2.18)
where C0 is the protein concentration in a normal tissue and Cd is the concentration
of denatured protein. The complete tissue necrosis of the basal epidermis layer of the
laser irradiated pig skin was indicated byΩ= 1.0 for particular values of rate coefficients
considered by Henriques [81]. Welch [82] used Ω = 0.53 as the threshold value above
which the thermal damage was considered to be irreversible while the value of Ω = 1
corresponds to denaturation of 63% of the total protein molecules if it is uniform single
protein medium. The damage parameter can be estimated using the Arrhenius equa-
tion as examined by Henriques [81] after studying the thermal damage in pig skin. The
thermal denaturation occurs due to the tissue burns caused by hyperthermia. So, the
damage parameter (Ω) is defined as:
Ω(r,z,t)=A
t f∫
t1
exp
(
−
Ea
RT
)
dt (2.19)
where A is the frequency factor, Ea is the activation energy of denaturation reaction, R
is the universal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol.K, T is the absolute temperature of the tissue
at the point where Ω is to be calculated, t1 is the time at the onset of laser exposure,
and tf is the time when the thermal damage is evaluated. There are different values of
activation energy and frequency factor given by many authors till date as listed in Table
2.3. The values of frequency factor and activation energy for this study are considered as
A = 3.1×1098 (1/s) and Ea = 6.28×10
5 (KJ/kmol) [81].
2.4 Code validation
The present numerical model is validated by the experimental results of Beacco et al.
[51]. They conducted experiment on Wistar rat using CO2 laser of Biophysics Medical,
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Table 2.3: Values of characteristic coefficients of denaturation defined for various injury
models.
Injury Model
Temperature Range Activation Energy Frequency Factor
(oC) Ea (KJ/kmol) A (1/s)
Henriques [81] All T 6.27×105 3.1×1098
Fugitt [83] T≤55 6.27×105 3.1×1098
T>55 2.96×105 5.0×1045
Stoll and Greene [84] T≤50 7.82×105 2.185×10124
T>50 3.27×105 1.823×1051
Takata [85] T≤50 4.18×105 4.322×1064
T>50 6.69×105 9.389×10104
Wu [86] T≤50 6.27×105 3.1×1098
T>50 6.27×105−5.10×102× (T −53) 3.1×1098
Metha andWong [87] All T 4.7×105 1.4×1072
France. The rat was exposed to laser beam of power 9 Watts with spot diameter of 5mm
for 0.4 second duration. The optical properties of rat liver tissue are µa = 200cm
−1 and
µs = 0cm
−1. The surface temperature of the tissue during heatingwas recorded using an
infrared camera of AGEMA Thermovision 720 make. The temperature profile measured
at the spot center is then comparedwith the temperature profile generated by themath-
ematical model so as to validate the accuracy of the model used. It can be observed in
Figure 2.3 that our numerical prediction is matching reasonably well with the experi-
mental observation.
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CHAPTER 3
Results and Discussion
The bio-heat equation is solved using finite volumemethod for 2-D axisymmetric three-
layered skin model with tumour of specific depth starting from the surface of the skin.
The tissue optical properties are: µa.epi = 571.29cm
−1, µa.derm = 41.24cm
−1, µa.sub f at =
10.0cm−1, µs.derm = 732.31cm
−1 and µs.sub f at = 918.58cm
−1, and the laser parameters
for CW Nd:YAG laser are: beam radii =2.625mm, 3.0625mm and 3.5mm for Tumour
radii = 1.5mm, 1.75mm and 2.0mm respectively. The average power is varied between
5.0− 10.0W . The values of key thermal properties of tissue like density (ρ), specific
heat(c), and thermal conductivity (k) depend on the water content which can be cal-
culated using equations 2.14, 2.15, and 2.16 respectively. The initial temperature of the
tissue is taken as 37oC . The laser irradiation time for which the damage front moves
0.2mm beyond the tumour interface into the surrounding healthy tissue is considered
to be the optimised irradiation time. This margin is taken into account so as to min-
imise the recurrence rate. The profiles for gap with respect to angle for different time
instances, damage integral for side and bottom point with respect to time, temperature
with respect to time for top, side and bottom point, and movement of damage front for
different time instances have been plotted for different tumour radii. In the plots where
gap is plotted, the profiles are shown for the five time instances: (i ) at the half of the
irradiation time, (i i ) at the time instance when laser is terminated, (i i i ) at the time in-
stance where the damage front just touches the tumour interface near the θ = 0o, (i v) at
the time instance after which the damage front almost stops to propagate further and,
(v) at time instance after which it totally stops further penetration.
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3.1 Gapprofiles fordifferent laserpowers anddifferent tu-
mour radii
In the Figure 3.1, gap profiles for three different tumour radii are shown for laser power
of 9W. The positive value of gap shows that thermal damage front is still inside the tu-
morous tissue and if the gap value is negative it implies that the thermal damage front
has crossed the tumorous tissue and reached the surrounding healthy tissue. The ir-
radiation time for all the cases is different because of different tumour sizes and it is
noticed that the damage front for every case moves a certain distance away from the
interface into the healthy tissue. The necrosis of any tumorous tissue, if any, in that par-
ticular margin is ensured by allowing the damage front to propagate approximately up
to 0.4mm away from the interface to minimise the recurrence rate. Another interesting
observation that can be made is that the damage front for tumour radius 1.5mm prop-
agates non-uniformly, i.e., till θ = 40o it is uniform then decreases suddenly till θ = 70o
and then becomes uniform till θ = 90o, as compared to the propagation of damage front
in other two cases as shown in Figure 3.1(a), Figure 3.1(b) and Figure 3.1(c). The dam-
age front for all the three tumour radii almost stops proceeding after a particular time
instance like 3s, 5s, and 8s for tumour radii 1.5mm, 1.75mm, and 2.0mm respectively.
The Figure 3.2(a), shows the gap profile for tumour radius 1.5mm in which it can be
noticed that near θ = 80o is almost near the interface and themargin is very less for this
particular irradiation time,but increasing the irradiation timeby 0.1s increases the dam-
age of healthy tissue goes above 0.5mm which is undesirable. Another observation that
can be made is that the damage front just after the 0.05s of the laser termination does
not cross the interface for 1.5mm tumour radius whereas for 1.75mm tumour radius it
crosses the interface and for 2.0mm tumour radius the damage front crosses the inter-
face at the time of laser termination at an angle above θ = 20o. This can be explained as
thedistributionof temperature for 1.5mm radius is uneven because of the effect of small
beam radius so the energy propagation is more in axial direction as compared to radial
direction. For the smaller tumour radius, the penetration rate is faster as compared to
higher tumour radius as shown in Figure 3.2. Also, it can be noticed that as the power
is reduced, the optimum irradiation time increases for a particular tumour radius due
to the fact that energy per unit area per unit time decreases for the lower laser powers.
These plots depict that the damage front initiallymoves faster in the radial direction but
as the timeprogresses and the laser exposure is terminated, the damage front penetrates
more in axial direction compared to the radial direction as can be seen for the curve at
the 15th second. This is because during the laser exposure the temperature gradient is
high, and due to scattering coefficient of tissue, the temperature rise is more at the sides
than along the axis. But as the laser is turned off, the temperature gradient lowers down
speedily at side points because of two reasons: 1) heat diffusion into surrounding tis-
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sue and 2) dissipation into the air through surface. The temperature gradient decreases
slowly for the point at the bottom or away from the surface, since only the diffusion to
the surrounding tissue plays a role in lowering the temperature.
In the profile obtained for 1.5mm tumour radius for 5W power the damage front
touches the interface after 1s of laser exposure which is the optimum irradiation time
for this case as shown in Figure 3.3(a). In Figure 3.3(b), the tumour radius is 1.75mm
and optimum irradiation time is 1.6s, but the damage front crosses the interface after
1.5s of the laser irradiation which is not the optimum irradiation time. For the case
of 2.0mm tumour radius, it can be seen that the damage front intercepts the tumour
interface at 2.1s,which is the optimumduration forwhich laser is impinged on the tissue
so as to achieve efficient necrosis of the tumorous tissue and of the healthy tissue up to
a particular depth. It is also worth noticing that the rate of penetration is higher during
the laser exposure and it decreases drastically once the laser exposure is terminated, as
can be seen in all of the above figures.
3.2 Profiles of Damage Integral, (Ω), at bottom and side
points near the tumour interface
In the Figure 3.4, the damage integral, Ω, for the bottom and side points for different
tumour radii and 9W average laser power with respect to time is plotted. The dam-
age integral at side the point is much higher as compared to the damage integral at the
bottom point for all three tumour radii. The total damage is recorded as 1750 for the
highest tumour radius, 350 for the 1.75mm tumour radius and 100 for 1.5mm tumour
radius. This is because total energy absorbed by the tissue increases with increase in the
tumour radius. But, on the other hand, the initiation of noticeable tissue damage repre-
sentedmathematically by damage integralΩ, is earlier for a tumourwith smaller radius.
And, this initiation point increases with increase in the tumour radius, e.g. the initiation
time for noticeable tissue damage is 0.5s, 0.75s and 1s for corresponding tumour radius
of 1.5mm, 1.75mm, and 2.0mm which is because of the fact that the fluence, i.e. energy
per unit area per unit time is higher for the lower tumour radius and lower for higher
tumour radius. But, the point at the bottom of the tumour near the periphery shows an
opposite trend. The total damage at bottom point for 1.5mm tumour radius went up to
60, for tumour radius 1.75mm it went up to 14 and for 2.0mm tumour radius it went the
least, i.e. 10. Another interesting trend that can be seen is that the damage front reached
the bottom point first for the smallest tumour radius whereas it took increasingly more
time for 1.75mm and 2.0mm tumour radii. This is because the energy per unit area per
unit time is highest for the case of 1.5mm tumour radius and decreases with an increase
in tumour size as indicated in Figure 3.4(b).
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Depicted in Figure 3.5 are the integral profiles at side and bottom point of different
radii tumourwhen the average power of the laser used is kept 7W . It can be noticed that
the value of damage integral at side point for 2.0mm tumour radius is around 2750, for
1.75mm tumour radius it is very low (approximately 300) whereas for 1.5mm tumour
radius it is just 30. It is becuase the duration for which the laser is impinged for the
complete necrosis of the tumour is higher for higher tumour size. Moreover, it can be
observed that for larger tumour, the time taken for the temperature to rise above a par-
ticular threshold at side point is higher. This results in a late initiation of damage at that
point. Similarly trend can also be noticed for laser power of 9W . The damage integral
value for tumour radius of 2.0mm, 1.75mm and 1.5mm is 27, 19 and 12 respectively.
Also, it can be noticed from the plot that damage integral value reached its maximum
at a faster rate for lowest tumour radius, which is 1.5mm, and as the tumour radius in-
creases the rate of increase of damage integral value decreases as illustrated in Figure
3.5(b). The start of damage at side point of tumour for tumour radius 2.0mm when im-
pinged with laser of 7W power is 1.5s and it started slightly later for the bottom point
as can be seen in Figure 3.5(a) and Figure 3.5(b). It can be inferred that the tempera-
ture diffusion in axial and radial direction is affected by the optical properties of the skin
tissue.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the damage integral profile when the laser of power 5W is im-
pinged upon the tumours of different radii. The first point worth noticing is that the
maximum value of damage integral at side point in this case went highest for tumour
radius 1.75mm which is 500, unlike the other cases discussed before. The value of dam-
age integral for tumour radius 2.0mm is noticed slightly lower at 450 and the least value
is for 1.5mm tumour radius. The initiation point for damage in this case moved to 1.75s
for 2.0mm tumour radius. The Figure 3.6(b) depicts the damage integral value profile at
bottom point for 5W laser power. It can be noticed that the maximum damage value is
44 for the case of 1.75mm tumour radius, 24 for 1.5mm tumour radius and the least is
noticed for 2.0mm radius which is 10. The rate of increase of damage integral value is
highest for 1.75mm radius and it is lowest for 2.0mm tumour radius, as shown in Figure
3.6(b). The damage at bottom point of tumour started after 2s of the laser exposure for
2.0mm tumour radius when impinged with 5W laser power.
3.3 Temperature profiles with respect to time at top, side
and bottom points near the tumour interface
The variation of temperature with respect to time at three different locations, viz. top,
side and bottom, for three different tumour radii is depicted in figure 3.7. The laser
power for this case is 9W . At the point of interaction, temperaturewent up to 100oC and
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then it remained constant for some time, as the water inside the tissue started to vapor-
ise and the temperature dropped drastically when the laser exposure is terminated. This
is happening because the heat conduction into the tissue and heat lost into the air are
counterbalancedby the heat supplied by the laser source. Once the laser exposure is ter-
minated the heat diffusion into the tissue and the heat dissipation into the air through
surface result in the drastic decrease in the surface temperature. As the time progresses,
after the laser termination, the temperature decreases at a slower rate because with the
passage of time temperature gradient at the surface of the tissue decreases. As a con-
sequence, the rate of heat diffusion decreases. The side and bottom points being at
some distance from the point of interaction of laser beam with the tissue, the value of
maximum temperature is around 70oC and 65oC for side and bottom points respec-
tively. The temperature reduction after the termination of laser exposure is rapid for
side point as compared to bottom point. The reason for this is that, side point is close to
the surface therefore, heat transfer will be governed by two phenomena: heat diffusion
to surrounding tissue and heat dissipation to air. However, for the bottom point only
one phenomenon, i.e. heat diffusion to the surrounding tissues, accounts for the heat
loss, which is why the temperature decreases at a faster rate for side point as compared
to the rate of temperature decrease for the bottom point. In Figure 3.7(b), it can be seen
that the temperature profile stays at 100oC for a longer duration as compared to Figure
3.7(a). This stay is even longer in the profile of temperature plotted for 2.0mm tumour
radius as shown in Figure 3.7(c). This is because of the larger irradiation time taken to
achieve complete necrosis of the tumorous tissue with the increase in tumour radius.
Furthermore, owing to the presence of unvaporised water in the tissue, there is no dras-
tic rise in temperature. It can also be observed from these plots that the difference in the
maximum temperatures achieved for side and bottom point is low for tumour radius
of 1.5mm, and as the tumour radius increases, the maximum temperature difference
between these two points also increases. This is due to higher scattering coefficient of
tissue as compared to absorption coefficient and laser irradiation timewith the decrease
in tumour radius.
The temperature variations for the laser power of 7W are shown in Figure 3.8. In
these plots it can be noticed that maximum temperature for the side point and bottom
point for a tumour radius of 1.5mm is 68oC and 65oC ; it is 73oC and 65oC for a tumour
radius of 1.75mm and 73oC and 60oC for a tumour radius of 2.0mm respectively. The
difference between the maximum temperature at the two points is increasing because
of the increase in size of tumour due to which, for a particular duration, temperature
diffusion is more in radial direction as compared to axial direction since the scattering
coefficient of the tissue is high.
Depicted in the Figure 3.9, are the profiles of temperature for 5W laser power for
different tumour radii. The maximum temperature for tumour radius of 1.5mm at side
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Table 3.1: Duration for which the temperature at top point stays above 100oC .
Power (W )
Tumour Radius
1.5mm 1.75mm 2.0mm
onset (s) duration (s) onset (s) duration (s) onset (s) duration (s)
5 0.80 0.95 1.10 2.35 1.5 2.60
6 0.65 1.50 0.90 1.60 1.2 3.20
7 0.55 1.0 0.75 2.20 1.0 3.85
8 0.45 1.85 0.65 1.70 0.85 3.90
9 0.40 1.60 0.55 2.30 0.75 3.50
10 0.35 1.70 0.50 3.20 0.65 2.65
and bottom points is almost same and is equal to 66oC . The maximum temperature
achieved for these two points for 1.75mm tumour radius is 70oC and 64oC respectively;
for tumour radius 2.0mm, it is 70oC and 60oC respectively. Also, it is illustrated in these
profiles that the rate of temperature rise for all the three points decreases as the tumour
radius is increased for a particular power because energy per unit area per unit time
decreases.
3.4 Onset time instance atwhich the temperature reaches
above 100oC at top point of tumour interface.
The table 3.1 here shows the onset time instances and the duration for which the tem-
perature rises and stays above 100oC . In this it can be observed that the onset time
instance decreases with the increase in laser power for all the three tumour radii.
3.5 Maximumtemperature attainedat side andbottompoints
of tumour.
The maximum temperature achieved at the side and bottom points of the tumour can
be seen in the table 3.2 where it can be observed that the difference between the Tmax
of side point and Tmax of bottom point increases with the increase in tumour radius.
Also, themaximum temperature increases with the tumour radius at these two points in
general.
42 Correlation between optimised exposure time and laser power for a particular
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Table 3.2: Maximum temperature, Tmax , at side and bottom points
Power (W )
Tumour radius
1.5mm 1.75mm 2.0mm
Side
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
Bottom
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
Side
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
Bottom
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
Side
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
Bottom
point,
(Tmax)
(oC )
5 66.67 63.96 70.97 64.67 70.53 61.33
6 69.29 66.85 68.33 61.67 72.07 62.22
7 66.62 63.74 70.73 63.28 73.79 63.04
8 70.88 67.56 68.90 61.33 73.99 62.92
9 69.81 66.14 71.04 62.76 73.30 61.86
10 70.44 66.46 73.71 65.60 70.99 59.86
Table 3.3: optimised exposure duration for lasers of different average powers for various
tumour radii
Tumour Radius (mm)
Average Power (Watts)
5 6 7 8 9 10
1.5 1.0 0.90 0.70 0.65 0.55 0.50
1.75 1.60 1.20 1.10 0.90 0.85 0.80
2.0 2.10 1.80 1.60 1.40 1.20 1.0
3.6 Correlationbetweenoptimisedexposure timeand laser
power for a particular tumour radius.
The laser irradiation time for which efficient tumour necrosis is obtained using laser
powers between 5.0W −10.0W for three different tumour radii is listed in table 3.3. The
laser powers are taken at a step size of 1.0 for this study. It can be noticed that as the
laser power increases for a given radius, the irradiation time decreases almost linearly.
The Figure 3.10 depicts the correlation between the optimised irradiation time and
laser power. The symbols show the optimised irradiation time estimated using numeri-
cal model and the lines indicate the optimised irradiation time using correlation. It can
be clearly seen that the symbols and lines almost fits with each other. The goodness of
curve fit is calculated as 97.623% for 5.0−10.0W range of laser power and tumour radius
lying in between the range of 1.5−2.0mm. The proposed correlation between irradiation
time and laser power for a particular tumour radius is:
tI r r adiation = (A+B ×P +C ×Rt +D ×P
2
×R2t +E ×P
3
×R3t ) (3.1)
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where A = −4.724, B = 0.291, C = 3.469, D = −2.213× 10−2, E = 6.018× 10−4, P =
l aser power , Rt = tumour radius, tI r r adaiation = i r r adiation time.
3.7 Conclusion
Models cannot replace the experimental results but simply fortify the experimental out-
puts and narrow down the range of parameters to be optimised thus resulting in saving
the resources and time. Amathematicalmodel that predicts the temperature andmoni-
tors the propagationof thermal damage front during the thermal therapy for a particular
tissueoptical parameters and specific laser parameters is developed. Thismodel reflects
the understanding of thermal events like coagulation and vaporisationwhen the laser of
a specific power is impinged on a tumorous tissue. In this study the optimised irradia-
tion time is predicted for a particular tumour radius, laser beam radius, laser power and
specific skin type. It can be concluded from the results that irradiation time decreases
almost linearly with increase in the laser power for a given tumour radius. The laser
beam radius also affects the damage extent and the beam radius has to be optimised for
a particular tumour radius so that damage front propagates uniformly. This model can-
not be treated as a perfect simulation and the knowledge gained during its development
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can be used in future studies. This study also proposes a correlation between optimised
exposure time and laser power for a particular tumour radius.
CHAPTER 4
Summary
This studymainly comprises of three sections— (i ) Model development and theoretical
studies for laser-tissue interactions, (i i ) Studying the heat transfer and propagation of
damage front inside the tumourous tissue and surrounding healthy tissue for specific
laser power and skin type and (i i i ) Determining optimised irradiation time for different
radii of tumour when impinged with laser of particular power and developing a corre-
lation between optimised exposure time and laser power for a particular tumour radius
with specific tissue optical and thermal properties. Themain objective of this work is to
develop a heat transfer model for laser interaction with tissue which can predict opti-
mised irradiation time for efficient necrosis of tumour of particular radius.
The novelty of this developed model for laser interaction with tissue from the exist-
ing thermal models for laser tissue interaction is the addition of tumour interface in the
grid, which can be varied to simulate different sizes of carcinoma as per the require-
ment. Also, the model developed, considers different dominant factors responsible for
absorption and scattering of light in different layers of the skin. This study quantita-
tively concludes, that laser power and irradiation time are inversely proportional, for a
particular tumour radius.
4.1 Limitations and Recommendations
The model developed does not consider the biological effects like carbonisation and
ablation as the temperature achieved, with the parameters considered, is ≤ 100oC .
The correlation developed is valid for the tumour size between 1.5mm−2.0mm and
laser power in the range of 5.0W −10.0W . Also, to make the model more realistic, the
45
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absorption in dermis due to blood perfusion can further be divided into oxygenated
blood perfusion and de-oxygenated blood perfusion.
The wavelength considered here is 1064nm only, but the model can be developed
for the wavelength ranging between 600nm−1100nm, also known as optical window in
medical science.
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